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Bob Strong recently attended the Cargill Nutrition Conference in Sioux City, Iowa. One of the topics of discussion was Cargill’s new system to more correctly balance the protein requirements of beef cattle. This system is very interesting and has the potential to fine tune rations for better performance and profitability.

Here’s a little information we gathered at the Conference on the Max™ Beef Nutrition System.

Optimum Protein Balancing System – A proprietary modeling system, Max™

Cargill Nutrition has developed a proprietary model to more correctly balance the protein requirements of beef cattle. They achieved validation by a large scale research trial. The system, Max™ Beef Nutrition System, will be used by their consultants, according to Cargill’s Tony Scott.

Features of the program

The system will combine least cost ration formulation with balancing the ration for the optimum amount of rumen available protein (RAP). Cargill stresses the key point of the system is synchronizing fermentation in the rumen with supplemental protein. They explain that the RAP is critical for optimum rumen function and ultimate cattle performance.

Recognizing there is a better way

Feedlot nutritionists have recognized that using only crude protein or digestible protein for balancing rations does not take into consideration all the different aspects of supplying protein or non protein nitrogen such as urea. Ruminant nutritionists and feedlot consultants have recognized this need.

“This is a dynamic model that generates rumen available protein (RAP) requirements accounting for carbohydrates fermented in the rumen,” is the basis of the new model according to Dr. Pablo Guiroy of Cargill. He further says their new system is “more sophisticated and precise than the old system.”

The old system uses a recommended amount of crude protein and an arbitrary amount of urea, depending on the ration. It is currently used by scientists and practicing nutritionists to fine tune beef rations. However, it appears Cargill’s Max program provides a practical modeling procedure for field nutritionists and clients’ cattle rations.

They report increased total gain and daily gain, and improved feed efficiency. There was also a $15.00 per head benefit for the balanced program.

Validation

The company reported the results of their validation work at the conference of Cargill Nutritionists. This validation was started in 2005. Further research with by-product feeds is underway.

In one study in Texas, 1,800 head of 750 lb steers, were split into three groups, based on rumen available protein: (1) low RAP, (2) a balance RAP and (3) a high NPN.

They report increased total gain (four percent) daily gain (four percent) and improved feed efficiency of 1.5 percent of the balanced program, versus the low RAP ration. There was also a $15.00 per head benefit for the balanced program. Specific data is available from Cargill’s nutritionists. Report by James I. Sprague.
Feeding cattle without Rumensin has its ups and downs.

Rumen Function
- Rumensin improves feed efficiency by providing more energy from the ration.
- By controlling coccidiosis and increasing rumen efficiency, Rumensin reduces feed intake variation — thus improving rumen function and gastrointestinal health.

Disease Control
- Rumensin prevents and controls coccidiosis, a prevalent disease that costs the beef industry more than $100 million annually.
- Rumensin is a potent coccidiosis product, killing parasites — instead of simply slowing their development — at three stages in their life cycle.

The label contains complete use information, including cautions and warnings. Always read, understand and follow the label and use directions.
BVD can be spread many ways, mainly by direct contact between an infected animal and a susceptible one. It can also be spread by breeding. Reduced conception rates have been reported in otherwise healthy cows bred to (or inseminated with semen from) persistently infected bulls. Bulls affected with acute BVD may shed the virus in semen for a time after being infected. BVD infection at time of breeding can result in reduced pregnancy rates due to embryo or fetal loss.

Prenatal Affects

Infection of a fetus between 100 to 150 days of gestation can result in congenital defects; this is when the nervous system is in final stages of development and the fetal immune system develops. BVD infection at any stage of gestation may retard fetal growth, resulting in low birth weight and poor bone growth. Lung development may be incomplete. Skeletal defects may include a jaw too short, or fused joints. Another defect sometimes seen is less than normal amount of hair, curly hair, or hairlessness.

Defects involving the nervous system include inadequate brain development, especially the portion involved with coordination of movements (affected calves have trouble standing up), water on the brain and other brain problems. Congenital defects involving the eyes include cataracts, opaque cornea, inflammation of the optic nerve, atrophy or abnormality of the retina, and blindness.

Underlying Cause of Disease

BVD can be an underlying cause of other disease outbreaks. Since BVD infection suppresses the immune system, infected cattle (especially young calves) may have a higher incidence of other diseases, such as pneumonia, scours, pinkeye, footrot, diphtheria, etc. Pregnant cows may abort—with outbreaks of lepto, IBR and other diseases—simply because they were not able to develop immunity to those diseases. BVD infection can be difficult to diagnose because it shows up in many different ways. If a rancher has problems with several types of calf scours and a high incidence of respiratory diseases, this may be a clue BVD is part of the problem. Besides affecting the immune system, BVD by itself can cause illness in calves.

A herd health program may be ineffective because BVD infected cattle don’t mount a very good response to vaccinations. Even if a rancher diligently vaccinates against lepto, IBR, pinkeye and other common diseases, some vaccinated cattle may develop those diseases. The rancher may think the vaccine didn’t work, when in reality the animal was unable to develop good response.
In one study, BVD virus was the virus most often found in lungs of feedlot cattle with pneumonia, usually in conjunction with Pasteurella. Infection with BVD virus has been associated with outbreaks of respiratory disease complexes in feedlots and on ranches. In young calves with multiple viral infections, BVD virus is the most frequently found pathogen. Infection with BVD virus can impair calves’ ability to fight lung infections caused by bovine herpes virus 1 (infectious bovine rhinotracheitis or IBR).

Performance is Greatly Affected

In feedlots, BVD is often the underlying cause of many illness problems. In a 6,000 head study at West Texas A&M University, feed yard pens that included a PI (persistently infected) animal had 35 percent higher sickness rate than pens with no exposure to PI animals. Pens adjacent to one containing a PI animal also had 35 percent higher illness rate—showing this disease can readily cross fence lines. The study also found PI cattle were more likely to become “chronics” or die. BVD adds a great deal of cost (in medical treatments and loss of animals) to certain groups of fed cattle.

Another study at Cattle Empire Feedyards in Kansas looked at costs involved with PI animals regarding health and performance. There was a significant difference in weight gain, feed conversion and cost of gain. In this test, the non PI group gained an average of 405 pounds through the feeding period. Total difference in cost of gain between PI and non-PI pens of cattle was $7.50 per hundredweight; thus cattle that did not have a PI animal in their pen had a $30.78 per head cost advantage over cattle with a PI animal in their pen.

Also there was distinct increase in mortality in PI pens, with most of the death loss occurring in the first 30 days on feed. This was only part of the cost picture, however, since pens with PI cattle converted feed 11 percent less efficiently.
Making the Math Work

This one is going to be short and sweet, folks. Please consider the following prices out of Kansas, the week of July 24-28:

Fat steers, weighing an average of 1300 pounds are selling for $79.50.
So, 1300# X 0.7950 = $1033.50
Great.

1000# steers are selling for an average of $105.50 that same week in Kansas.
1000# X $1.0550 = $1055.00
I am perpetually shocked that this has to be explained, but here goes:
We CAN NOT pay more today for ten-weight steers than we are receiving for finished steers going out of the yard today. THAT DOESN'T WORK.

That is what doctors call a big ‘ol bleeder. In this case, it is a CASH FLOW hemorrhage. Please, do not even start with the, “well what if the market goes to $98?” nonsense. Buying cattle that require a $15 fat market rally as our ONLY hope of profitability is just plain ridiculous. But I’ll play along – just for a moment.
Let’s say the market does rally to $98. What are we going to pay for ten-weight replacement steers then? Are we going to pay $128 and maintain the negative cash flow, and then act all upset and put-out when the fat market doesn’t rally to $113 to bail us out? Probably, because that’s how we do things, right? Wrong.

There are a group of folks in this industry who have had enough this. They are realizing that money is made and lost on the BUY, and since we are in control of the buy, we are in control of our profits and losses. They understand that we are not speculators. Yes, you heard me right. The doctors and the lawyers who feed one pen of steers every three years, THEY are the speculators.

We are mercantile businessmen (and business-chicks). We need to start acting like it. Step one in that process would be to understand that cash revenues on cattle going out of the yard should exceed the cash outlay for their replacement feeders. We won’t even attack the mind-boggling complexities of gain costs in this article. Maybe next month, after we have had time to digest this concept . . .

There are no guarantees. Nothing is certain. You are solely responsible for your decisions. Information contained herein is believed to be reliable, but no independent verification has been made and there are no guarantees as to its accuracy or completeness. The risk of loss in trading futures and options can be substantial, and investors should very carefully consider the inherent risks. Visit Ann at www.Barnhardt.biz.
ARE LIVER ABSCESSES SHREDDING YOUR BOTTOM LINE?

You can't see liver abscesses in the feedyard — but you will feel their impact in your closeouts. Liver abscesses reduce gain and feed efficiency by more than 2 percent and carcass yield by 0.25 percent¹. To reduce those effects, feed Tylan® — a proven therapeutic feed ingredient that reduces liver abscesses — to help protect your bottom line.

by reducing the incidence and severity of liver abscesses:
- average daily gain improves
- feed efficiency improves
- and dressing percent increases

Getting cattle to hit the higher quality grades takes effort at every link in the production system. From the cow-calf producer to the feedlot, all must be quality conscious for cattle to gain premiums on a value-based grid.

In a research review, Certified Angus Beef LLC (CAB) vice president Larry Corah and supply development director Mark McCully looked at early management factors that affect marbling, the intramuscular flavor fat.

“People used to think marbling was something that only happened in the feedlot,” says McCully. “But research shows targeting a high-quality beef market should begin long before that.”

Cells begin developing into either muscle or fat, before a calf is even born. Once the calf hits the ground, the fat cells start to further differentiate into subcutaneous fat (back fat) and marbling.

“We blame a lot on genetics, but it’s management,” says Francis Fluharty, animal scientist at The Ohio State University. Nutrition, from mid-gestation on, has a significant effect on how cells develop.

“Pre-partum nutrition is really important, because the cow sets up the calf’s ability to marble,” Fluharty says. “In addition to genetics, the cow’s body condition and quality of colostrum are very important as they determine the newborn calf’s immune status.”

Corah says, “Getting a live, healthy calf on the ground is just the beginning, however. There are many options to weigh after that.”

Early weaning and feeding a grain-based diet increase marbling significantly, Fluharty says. Ohio research shows that Angus-influence calves weaned at about 100 to 150 days of age graded 90 to 95 percent Choice, with 55 to 60 percent Certified Angus Beef (CAB) acceptance.

“What we’re really trying to do is get these young calves on a high grain diet much earlier in life,” Fluharty says. Forage-based rations are much more likely to result in rumen end-products of fermentation that convert cells to back fat. By comparison, high-energy grain rations with corn or grain sorghum lead to more propionate, glucose and marbling.

If a producer is unable to early wean, Fluharty says creep feeding could provide some of the same
benefits, including increased marbling and weight gain. However, feed efficiencies are reduced when compared to early weaning.

“We should not ignore the benefit of these strategies to first-calf heifers and 3-year-olds,” Fluharty says. “We take the stress off those young females that are still growing by removing their calves earlier.”

Early weaning and creep feeding both require extra facilities and feed investment.

“It’s got to be economical or there’s no point in doing it,” Fluharty says. “If producers do it right and they put an additional 100 pounds of gain on the calf, that’s where they make it up.”

The most critical management time seems to be the “window” from two weeks before to four weeks after weaning. Producers have many choices then, with weaning, implanting and health programs varying from ranch to ranch.

“Preventative measures are high on my list of things to do,” Fluharty says. “The data have often been reported that if an animal gets sick, it’s already had lung lesions. If it’s had lung lesions, you will reduce the performance and marbling.” As calves recover from sickness, energy that would have been used to create marbling is diverted to getting them healthy.

“This whole thing needs to be tied together,” Fluharty says, noting pre- and post-shipment handling can have an effect on carcass quality.

“Making sure the calves have the least amount of stress in their lifetime will help ensure they have the greatest amount of marbling,” McCully says.

Whether to use a growth implant, what types and timing need to be carefully considered, too.

“Aggressive implanting strategies can impede marbling,” Corah says. “It’s important to match up implant potency with diet, and better to forego the implant if there is any risk that nutrition may be short at any time before weaning.”

Carcass quality is everyone’s business, Fluharty says.

“We blame a lot on genetics, but it’s management.”

—Francis Fluharty, animal scientist, The Ohio State University

“It goes all the way through the production system,” he says. “We’ve done an awful lot of work looking at high-marbling genetics—the Angus breed especially—and genetics definitely play a large part in potential.

“But that’s all it is: potential,” Fluharty adds. “You can have the potential, but you can manage that right out of them.”
If one of your cowboys took seven days to complete a one-day job, you’d fire him.

It should be no different with your BRD antibiotic. Why waste a week playing wait-and-see with a long-lasting therapy that may increase his chances of dying or becoming a chronic?”* Single-dose Baytril® 100 (enrofloxacin) rapidly attacks and kills the three major bacteria that cause BRD, helping calves look and feel better in hours, and get back to work in a day. You know the drill; you turn to the one that gets the job done and done right. Baytril 100. Right the first time.* Extra-label use of this product in food-producing animals is prohibited.
This year many dryland cornfields will not produce enough grain to warrant combining costs. These fields, however, represent opportunities for cattlemen for silage, hay or grazing, a Kansas State University animal scientist said.

Regardless of the harvesting option, nitrates in the corn may be a problem, said Sandy Johnson, livestock production specialist with K-State Research and Extension.

A few areas have received some showers in the past few days, said Johnson, who spends her days working with livestock producers in northwest Kansas to provide research-based information and to find solutions to their challenges. For plants that are still growing, the showers cause nitrate concentrations in the plant to spike even higher as the plant uses the moisture to try and grow again, which brings in even more nitrogen.

“Do not harvest drought-stressed plants for 7 to 10 days after a rain to avoid this problem,” Johnson said. “When you do harvest, the highest concentration of nitrates will be in the base of the plant so it is wise to raise the cutter bar to six to 10 inches. If you are grazing, remove the animals before they start grazing the lower portion of the plant.”

Ensiling will reduce the nitrate content by 40 to 60 percent, she said. But if nitrates are four times the lethal levels before ensiling, reducing them to two times lethal levels may still create feeding challenges.

“Be sure to test silage and hay from drought stressed fields prior to feeding,” the animal scientist said. Take 20 or more core samples from each field to get an accurate representation of what’s there. Nitrate levels will be highly variable across a field and will be impacted by fertilization practices.

“If you elect to graze these fields, remember that weeds present in the field such as kochia and pigweed are also nitrate accumulators,” Johnson said. “At my house, these have started growing again with a recent shower and are very high in nitrates. The four-foot tall or less corn stalks that have bent over and dried up may also be a problem for grazing. As these plants are relatively immature, they are very palatable clear to the ground and the few I have tested show problem levels of nitrates throughout.”

If grazing looks like a good option, but weeds and short burnt up areas are worrisome, Johnson suggests that producers consider inoculating their cows with a bacteria capable of reducing the toxic effects of nitrates.

“A product called Bova-Pro® can be given as a bolus or feed additive 10 days before feeding high nitrate feedstuffs,” she said. “The loss of a single cow or one or more aborted fetuses would pay to treat a lot of cows. I recommend that producers consider Bova-Pro® as a risk management tool for high nitrate feedstuffs. They should check with their veterinarian or feed store for details and availability.”

Similar nitrate concerns exist for any sorghum-sudan type forages growers may be considering harvesting, she said.

“Always know what you are feeding before you feed and make sure animals are full when you change diets,” Johnson said.

A planning spreadsheet is available to help producers evaluate the grain versus silage option at www.oznet.ksu.edu/drought.
2006 Harvest Special

$2,600.00 discount
or 0% financing

The best value in irrigation
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Circle No. 112 on Reply
Though it has been little studied, the negative effects of an inconsistent feeding schedule in feedlots have been known for years. In a recent study where one farmer-feeder’s irregular feeding times were replicated, South Dakota State University (SDSU) found average daily gain was reduced by a quarter of a pound.

SDSU ruminant nutritionist Robbi Pritchard has a 1928 copy of the Henry and Morrison, which for years was the “Bible” of animal science handbooks. It states as little as a 15-minute difference in feeding times makes a difference in cattle performance.

“What we’re doing isn’t making any new discoveries. Sometimes we just have to be reminded of those things,” Pritchard said. He added that soon after printer heads were installed in feed trucks, people wanted them to record feeding times. “There were nutritionists out there who knew timing made a difference.”

Cattle fed at varying times will probably have the same overall feed intake on a consistent schedule. But average daily gain will not be as good and feed conversion will be higher with irregular feed times, so the feed cost of that gain increases.

If your feedlot is on an irregular schedule, the negative effects are hidden. “Until you are consistent, you won’t see how inconsistency affects the cattle. If you are consistent and miss the target one day, the cattle will let you know about it,” Pritchard said.

SDSU also found an advantage to feeding once-a-day in the afternoon in both summer and winter. Putting out feed twice a day gives a response that is halfway between feeding once-a-day in the afternoon and once-a-day in the morning.

An animal reaches its heat production peak four to six hours after it eats. When a steer is fed in the morning on a hot summer day, it reaches its heat production peak at the hottest time of the day. It is this total heat load that becomes problematic in hot conditions.

“This heat will increase his maintenance requirements. He will burn calories trying to get the excess heat out of his body,” Pritchard said.

But if the animal eats his main meal in the afternoon, heat caused by the meal is generated during the cooler evenings. Though there is no difference in dry matter intake compared to once-a-day morning feedings, there is a boost in growth.

Cattle’s favorite time to eat is at...
Feeding times can be utilized to help cattle regulate body temperature. Looking to winter, afternoon feedings give cattle plenty of groceries in them when it is coldest outside. The heat becomes an asset because they will use the heat to maintain body temperature without having to increase their metabolic rate.

sunset, followed by sunrise. In the summer when cattle are fed once daily in the morning, leftover feed sits through the day’s sun, heat and humidity. But when steers are fed in the afternoons, “banked” feed is available in the cooler evenings and very early mornings, Pritchard said.

With afternoon feeding in the winter, “the cattle have plenty of groceries in them when it is coldest. In the winter, heat becomes an asset because they will use the heat to maintain body temperature without having to increase their metabolic rate,” he said. The cattle will expend 10 percent less energy for maintenance during cold snaps.

SDSU’s feeding schedules move with the length of day, with changes made gradually. They have their best response in the summer with starting to deliver feed around 4 p.m. In the winter, SDSU employees begin to put out feed around 2 p.m. “If you move up to from 1 to 3 p.m. in the winter, you’ll get that peak response,” he said.

In deciding on a schedule, Pritchard said the most important thing is to pick one where you will be consistent. “If you are going to bounce around with the once-a-

day afternoon time, it won’t work.” The reason that once-a-day morning feeding became so prevalent in the Midwest is probably because producers have fewer interruptions then.

Some commercial feedlots in the Northern Plains whose customers expect twice-a-day feeding have 30 percent of their feed delivered in the mornings and 70 percent in the afternoons on a year-round basis, he noted.

Feedlot Management Software
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Circle No. 114 on Reply
New Products

High Plains

High Plains Systems introduces the Futures & Options Manager for Windows which provides a new method to calculate and update each lot account balance on futures and options for LC, FC, and corn. A broker provides data on the total account which can be tracked on a lot-by-lot basis. As additional trades are entered, so are broker and maintenance fees for each trade. Account balances can be calculated daily or on demand. Use the “Update Account Balances” option, to debit or credit the balance on each lot. Data is stored each time the account balance is adjusted and a report listing all of the daily changes in the account balance can be run daily to check for margin calls on each lot's balance. Multiple trades can be made to each lot.

Avery Weigh-Tronix

Avery Weigh-Tronix, Inc., has introduced its 640 Series family of indicators for agribusiness weighing applications. The 640 Series includes three easily programmable high performance models—the 640 for a wide variety of general applications, the 640XL with a large two inch display, and the miniature 640M that is 72 percent smaller and ideal for places where space is limited such as in a truck or tractor cab. 640 Series indicators come with a 3-year factory warranty and pricing starts at $675.

Roto-Mix

Roto-Mix LLC is introducing the patent pending GeneRation II staggered rotor. The new, staggered rotor saves fuel, time and increases the life of the mixer by reducing the number of revolutions to complete the mixing of rations. The unique staggered rotor design improves mixing performance and eliminates springs and spring boxes. The open rotor allows material to flow more freely for a superior mixer quality. The optional super Duty Drive Package allows for an Increased Load Capacity. For additional information please go to www.rotomix.com or contact their sales department at 620-225-1142.

Intervet

Intervet Inc, has received FDA approval for Zilmax, a product designed to improve production efficiencies in beef cattle during the last phase of feeding. Due to the unique nature of cattle feeding and beef marketing programs in the U.S., Intervet will conduct additional trials that more fully explore the true potential of this technology under U.S. conditions, according to Intervet, in order to refine usage recommendations in 2007.

Bestway

Bestway recently introduced its new Field-Pro IV-1200™ model that has a spray capacity of up to 75 acres per hour. It is equipped with large-footprint radial tires and the fully loaded sprayer exerts as little as 16 psi of ground pressure for less soil compaction and improved traction. It is also equipped with Bestway's innovative Fiberworks™ booms that are 1/3 lighter than steel.
When you need to control BRD in high-risk cattle, EXCEDE is the one to use first.

EXCEDE provides a wider range of management options due to:

- Seven days of therapeutic blood concentrations with a single injection
- Efficacy against the three major BRD bacterial pathogens
- Two unique injection sites

As with all drugs, the use of EXCEDE Sterile Suspension is contraindicated in animals previously found to be hypersensitive to the drug. Though safe in cattle when properly given, inadvertent intra-arterial injection in the ear is possible and is fatal. EXCEDE has a pre-slaughter withdrawal time of 13 days.

Pfizer Animal Health

www.excede.com 1-866-387-2287
Calves vs. Yearlings...Feeding Programs

Report & comments by James I. Sprague Ph.D. Livestock Nutritionist

New developments allow changes

Cattle feedlots in the past have preferred to purchase and feed yearling cattle rather than calves. There were many reasons, but the two most important were: (1) the difference in price of the calves and (2) the death loss from calves may be higher than yearlings.

New developments may have changed managers’ options. These include: (1) calves protected from the virus shipping fever diseases, (2) low starch and highly digestible fiber feeds for starting rations, (3) prophylactic antibiotics for receiving programs, and (4) recognition that calves grade very well. A fifth factor is many of the calves are now marketed on a grid basis to overcome the prejudices of some packers favoring yearling over calf feed.

A sixth reason is possibly the “new genetics” of modern beef breeds to produce rapid daily gains to achieve the needed size of the carcass to “fit the box” of the packers.

Healthy cattle, dramatically valuable

Dramatic results from the New Mexico Ranch to Rail Program were presented at the 2006 meeting of the American Society of Animal Science. Waggoner and co-authors from New Mexico and Texas demonstrated the importance of healthy cattle. The net income of the healthy cattle was $14.01 profit while the animal that were treated once lost $69.63 and the animal treated two times or more lost $253.70 per head. The data was from 814 lots of cattle for the years of 2001 through 2004. The economics will vary with the market, but the results were dramatic. This research report and others, plus field experience have demonstrated the increase in profitability and carcass value of healthy cattle.

The best way to receive healthy cattle from the ranches and farms is to find animals that are protected with at least one series of virus vaccines. These are IBR (red nose), PI 3, BVD, and the bovine respiratory syncytial (BRSV) viral vaccines. Cattle operators are now

Dennis Penner of Penner Cattle Co. Ingalls, KS uses Sweet Bran® for palatability and safety of starting rations.
working with veterinarians to have cattle protected from these upper respiratory diseases before they are shipped to the feeding pens. This is sometime part and parcel of a preconditioning program.

**Starting calves with co-products**

The advent of the palatable co-products from the fuel alcohol and sweetener industries fit in nicely with starting calves. First of all they are very palatable. Secondly, the starch is removed without decreasing the energy and thirdly they still have a high protein value which is needed for growing and finishing calves. The other co-products are distiller’s solubles and corn germ meal.

A very palatable and high energy roughage product for starting cattle is soybean hulls. Even though this is a roughage product, the fiber is well utilized by the rumen microbes.

Another feed for starting calves is brewers grain. It has valuable protein content, plus the fiber is valuable for starting cattle. The fiber in brewers grains is not as digestible as the fiber of soybean hulls.

**Prophylactic antibiotics provide “piece of mind”**

The use of feeding or injecting antibiotics for newly arrival calves is a valuable tactic for getting calves off to a healthy start. The “peace of mind” of the management team and the owners of the livestock is part of the trade-off of using an antibiotic program on arrival. One of the newest applications is the antibiotic Excede, which is given subcutaneously in the ear. Injecting Micotil on arrival is also used successfully for highly stressed calves as well as yearlings.

**Field experience**

Dennis Penner, manager of Penner Cattle Company at Ingalls, Kansas, uses several techniques to start calves. They feed their own yearling and calves and also start calves for other feedlots. They use Cargill Nutrition’s “Sweet Bran” in their starting ration. Dennis reports this makes a palatable, safe and nutritious starting ration. The “Sweet Bran” is a proprietary blend of corn gluten feed and other fractions from the wet corn milling industry. Dennis explains this makes a ration that has good shelf life in the bunk as well as palatable.

In addition to a customized starting ration they use the Excede antibiotic program for highly stressed calves as well as yearlings.

**Feeding big weaned calves**

All the cattle breeds now have superior weaning weights for the age of the animal weaned. Many of these heavy and superior “growthy” calves are placed on finishing rations after starting rations. This and other modern development of cattle genetics and management has led to more cattle being “calf fed.”
The mid-year cattle inventory report recently released by the U.S. Department of Agriculture suggested beef cow numbers slightly increased during the past 12 months. The twice-yearly report establishes the size of the U.S. cow herd.

According to the USDA’s July report, the total number of cattle and calves in the U.S. is estimated to be up about one percent from July 2005. The total number of beef cows was up by less than half a percent. Kenny Burdine, University of Kentucky Agriculture economist, said the only surprise in the report was the number of heifers being held for beef cow replacement.

“That number was unchanged from last year,” he said. “But, it was expected to be up by about two percent. This does suggest continued expansion, but at a very slow rate. Drought in some of the western states has forced many ranchers to cull some cows and moved some calves into feedlots earlier than usual.”

The western drought may also mean a smaller run of spring-born calves coming to market. That’s a positive factor for cow-calf producers as they market their spring-born calves, he said.

The total number of beef cows in the United States has increased by about 1.5 percent over the past two years. Burdine said that in all likelihood, that means a slightly longer cattle cycle as cattle producers have been unable to grow their herds as much as they wanted. Prices are still suggesting that there is some expanding to do in the beef industry, he noted.
Turn your finishing period into a more efficient, profitable opportunity.

Managing risk, identifying opportunities for improvement, leveraging a competitive advantage for all it's worth...in a nutshell that's a big part of this feedyard manager's job description. Which is why he's never been completely satisfied with the performance he gets during the final phase of the finishing period. But now, with Optaflexx, he can restore that lost production efficiency with a new science-based solution that provides consistent, predictable value. Optaflexx has been shown to deliver 17 more pounds* of live weight gain and 14 more pounds* of carcass weight, with no impact on feed intake or eating quality. Put your calf back to work full time—talk to your Elanco representative or nutritionist today about adding Optaflexx to your finishing ration.

The label contains complete use information, including cautions and warnings. Always read, understand and follow the label and use directions.

www.optaflexx.com

* Estimate based upon a summary of the Elanco Animal Health Optaflexx Core Data Set. Optaflexx is approved to be fed 6.2 to 24.8 g/tow (60% DM) to provide 70 to 400 mg/lbd for the last 28 to 42 days on feed.

Hispanics are the fastest growing demographic in the nation, accounting for 12 percent of the U.S. population. As the Hispanic population continues to increase so does the need for Spanish-language resources.

The Texas Beef Council (TBC) is working to provide Spanish-speaking consumers with tools to help them learn more about beef. Through numerous avenues such as recipe development, event marketing and direct consumer outreach, TBC is extending beef information including available cuts of beef, preparation tips, recipe ideas and beef’s healthful nutrition profile.

“In this ever changing marketplace we must continually be sensitive to changes and adjust our focus accordingly,” said John Van Pelt, TBC product committee chair. “The increasing Hispanic population of Texas is one of these changes, and we must recognize and acknowledge its importance as producers.”

Recent data shows that Hispanic consumers eat beef an estimated four or five times per week compared with mass market consumers, who tend to eat beef two or three times per week. Hispanic consumers also spend on average about 33 percent more annually on beef than non-Hispanics.

To continue fueling their passion for beef, TBC has teamed up with Mexico native, Chef Harry Salazar, to develop traditional beef recipes and communicate directly with the Hispanic population. The recipes are being disseminated to Spanish-language publications and many have already been featured. Chef Salazar is also making appearances on Spanish-language television and radio stations.
Cattlemen Count on Nuflor®

When even one calf is challenged with BRD, cattlemen reach for Nuflor antibiotic, because they know it'll work, and work fast. That's what makes Nuflor the best selling product of its kind in the world with more than 60 million cattle treated.

Nuflor. The one cattlemen count on.

Talk to your veterinarian about Nuflor.

Nuflor (FLORFENICOL)

The One Cattlemen Count On

Do not use in female dairy cattle 20 months of age or older, as use in lactating dairy cattle may cause milk residues. Not for use in cattle of breeding age. Do not use for calves to be processed for veal. Full product information found on page 24.

Copyright © 2005 Schering-Plough Animal Health Corporation. All rights reserved. Nuflor is a registered trademark of Schering-Plough Animal Health Corporation. SPAH-NFL 5411
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Key Senators Urge Tax Relief for Drought-Stricken Cattlemen

Once again, cattle producers are dealing with drought and wildfire conditions that have wreaked havoc on their family-owned businesses for years.

“In many areas of the country, there’s simply no grass for the cattle to eat. Ponds have dried up and water supplies are scarce, so there’s no water for them to drink,” says Jason Jordan, manager of legislative affairs for the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association (NCBA). “Cattle producers have to liquidate their herds quickly which is hampering the profitability of their businesses. To make matters worse, many cattlemen have spent several years struggling with this situation.”

NCBA continues to work to support cattlemen suffering from drought-related conditions. In response to those efforts, Senator Ben Nelson (D-Neb.) and 14 of his colleagues sent a letter to Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson requesting that he extend the tax relief for ranchers who were forced to sell off large portions of their breeding stock as a result of drought conditions during 2002.

The letter was also signed by Senators from Colorado, Montana, Missouri, Kansas, North Dakota, Wyoming, and South Dakota.

Previous NCBA efforts resulted in ammending the Uniform Tax Code. This amendment extended the tax deferment period for weather-related sales of livestock, known as involuntary conversions, from two years to four years. The amendment also stipulated that the Secretary of the Treasury could further extend the deferral period. “A further extension of this deferment period is important to the producers in our states who continue to suffer from the devastating effects of drought,” said the bi-partisan group of Senators.

NCBA says extending the tax deferment period will allow producers to replace the animals they were forced to sell in 2002 at a more feasible time. “If ranchers were forced to restock their herds now – during our current drought – many would be forced to sell them again quickly because there is no way to keep cattle on the ranch without feed or water,” says Jordan.

The current drought conditions are expected to affect cattlemen through the winter and into the spring next year because of reduced hay supplies. “We’ve got a situation where you can’t get your hands on hay, and if you can, hay prices are sky-high,” says NCBA’s Chief Economist Gregg Doud. “But this also has a long-term effect because folks can’t expand their herds and grow their businesses. It’s definitely a time when ranchers are cutting back – not expanding.”

Since 1921
Ritchie
waters ’em right.

Top quality materials. Smart design. Built to last.

Ritchie manufactures a complete line of livestock watering products with the highest specifications in the industry. From a single horse Stall Fount to a fountain that waters up to 500 head, Ritchie fountains are top quality. Products are available in stainless steel, heavy-duty poly or a combination of both. Every Ritchie fountain is backed by our 10 year limited warranty.*

Our warranty is 10 years or poly products, five years full, followed by five years pro-rated. Stainless steel troughs have a 10 year, 100% warranty against manufacturing defects and corrosion.

Contact your Ritchie distributor for the fountain designed to fit your needs.

800-747-0222

Fresh water on demand, 24 hours a day.

The color arrangement on Ritchie fountains is a registered trademark of Ritchie Industries. U.S. patent numbers: 5174245, 4646887, 4739727. Register number 2,009,625.

www.ritchiefountain.com © 2006 Ritchie Industries
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Confidence
IS BUYING KENTUCKY CATTLE

THE KENTUCKY CERTIFIED
PRE-CONDITIONED FOR HEALTH
(CPH-45) PROGRAM was created
with the support of Kentucky’s
40,000 beef producers and a 26
year proven track record. This program
has increased the quality and value of
Kentucky’s beef cattle ensuring that you can
buy CPH-45 calves with confidence.

Many sales use electronic identification
and meet the requirements for USDA-
approved Process Verified Program (PVP).
Please contact the local sale management
for specific requirements.

For more information visit www.cph45.com
Training Cattle for Easier Handling

by Heather Smith Thomas

Cattle can be readily trained for ease of handling. They are adaptable, and have excellent memories. They never forget a bad experience; you can “ruin” a cow or a herd for future ease of handling if you abuse them or destroy their trust.

Shaping the cow herd to be quiet and easily handled is like training a horse; introduce new things in a calm, confident and positive way—working with their natural ways of thinking rather than against them. They respond to release of pressure, for instance, and force is always counterproductive.

They can be trained to be handled on foot or with horses, or 4-wheelers or dogs. Improper use of dogs defeats your purpose and makes cattle wild, or puts cows on the fight to protect their calves. Cattle move willingly, however, when they trust and respect you and are trained to your methods. Flighty cattle are easier to handle on horseback; they feel more at ease with a horse (it’s not a predator) and you can usually get closer to their flight zone. The most manageable cattle are those that have been handled properly from an early age—at ease with how you handle them. If the only time they see you is when they are chased into a corral for branding/vaccinating, they won’t want to go in there again.

If you handle them properly, however, one or 2 people on foot or horseback can move a cow or group of cows anywhere. It speeds the process if you’ve worked with them before and trained them to trust you. The easiest way to gentile a group of steers or heifers is when they’re weanlings, if they haven’t already been made wild by how the herd was handled when they were calves. Calves take cues from their dams. If the cow doesn’t trust you and is wild and flighty, her calf will be also.

Weanlings or yearlings quickly learn to come to the feed truck or feed bunk and associate you with food. Go a step farther and walk or ride among them. Otherwise they flee like a flock of birds if you get out of the truck or show up with a horse and dog.

Walk by them or along the feed line; speak softly or hum. Move slowly and relaxed and give timid ones as much room as they need so they won’t run off. Ignore them and don’t look at them directly or they’ll think you’re a predator and be nervous. If you take time to casually walk through them every day until they are accustomed to you, they’ll be easier to work with later on.

If you move briskly and stare directly at an animal it becomes alarmed. If you leisurely stroll, avoiding eye contact, keeping your attitude mellow and non-threatening, cattle tend to stay relaxed. A relaxed animal can be herded without running off. Once it becomes alarmed, fight or flight reflex kicks in and you won’t have much influence on directing its movement. A nervous, scared animal won’t see the gate you want it to go through; all it can think of is getting away from
you. If you keep cattle calm, they can be herded anywhere you want.

The secret to moving cattle, on foot or horseback, is working at the edge of their flight zone. Use advance and retreat (pressure and release) to influence direction and speed. Each animal has its own space in which it feels safe. If you come closer than they’re comfortable with and penetrate that imaginary boundary, the animal will move away. This bubble of security, or flight zone, is larger for a wild, suspicious animal than for a trusting animal that knows you and is not afraid.

When trying to move cattle without stressing them (and get them where you want them to go without running away), pay attention to flight zone and the cow’s body language and intentions. Always approach quietly and slowly, giving the animal or herd time to see you and realize you’re not a threat. Approach from the side, where they can easily see you. Don’t approach head on (confrontational; it puts them on guard) or from directly behind. Cattle have wide angle vision, but have a blind spot directly behind them, blocked by their body. If you come from behind they may spook; if you come directly in front they get nervous. Startled animals usually take off. If you approach from the rear, they may run off or turn to face you so they can keep you in their field of vision.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN:
• DUST CONTROL
• CATTLE COOLING
• DE-WATERING

Let us show you how to turn your run-off water into a valuable resource.

806-292-6900
www.feedlotenvironmental.com

“The 2003 farm bill may allocate up to 50% cost sharing on our systems. 2006 may be the last year to sign up for your local equip program. Call us today for more information.”

“BY THE TIME THE FEEDER IS FINISHED LOADING. THE MIX IS READY TO DELIVER TO THE COWS.”

BY THE TIME THE FEEDER IS FINISHED LOADING. THE MIX IS READY TO DELIVER TO THE COWS. 

George Te Velde
Escalon, CA.

MODELS 2725 / 2876 / 21000
RADIAL PISTON MOTOR
• Low RPM
• Less friction heat
• Less wear
• More Torque
• Longer life
From drought to high fuel and fertilizer prices, beef producers learned more about maintaining profitability at the 52nd Texas A&M Beef Cattle Short Course, said coordinator Dr. Jason Cleere. “We’re experiencing a time when we have both drought conditions and increased feed costs,” Cleere said. “These are critical issues affecting everyone’s bottom line. We hope producers came away from the conference with information that they can plug right into their operation.”

Even with these conditions, the beef market continues to fetch high prices. Randy Blach, executive vice president of Cattle-Fax, gave a market outlook during the general session. He attributed the high prices to increased consumer demand and lower cattle inventory.

“For 20 years there had been stagnant demand,” he said, referring to a 20-year period from 1980-2000. The average profitability per head was $2.33 during that period for the producer, he said. However, beef demand began increasing in 1999. From 2001 through 2005, average profit per head reached $109.

“That sent $16.2 billion back into the rural agricultural economy,” Blach said. “Show me what industry can have that kind of impact on our economy?”

The price of corn may play a key role in altering the current beef market, Blach said. A spike in the price of corn could impact prices paid to cow-calf producers. Large numbers of placements in feedlots will also weigh heavily on market conditions.

“Remember, these feedyards are abnormally full for this time of year,” Blach said. “I wouldn’t wait too long to take advantage of these marketing opportunities.”

---

**WATER PRESSURE TANKS**

**TRIPLE THE LIFE OF PUMP AND CONTROLS WITH A LARGER PALMER PRESSURE TANK.**

Designed for the Feedlot Industry

- Below Ground Pit Attached for Freeze Proof Hook-Up.
- Sizes from 500 gal. to 3,000 gal.
- Proven by Years of Service.

**PALMER MFG. & TANK INC.**

P.O. Box 1195 • 2814 West Jones Ave. • Garden City, KS 67846
Tel: 620-275-7461 • FAX: 620-275-7464 • WATTS: 1-800-835-9136

For all your storage tank needs...Call 1-800-835-9136
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**Draxxin**

(tulathromycin)

Injectable Solution

Antibiotic

100 mg of tulathromycin/mL

For subcutaneous injection in beef and non-lactating dairy cattle and non-porcine swine.

CAUTION: Federal (USA) law restricts this drug to use by or on the order of a licensed veterinarian.

**INDICATIONS**

- **DRAINAX<sup>®</sup> Injectable Solution is indicated for the treatment of bacterial respiratory disease (BRD) associated with *E. coli*, *Pasteurella multocida*, *Brucella abortus*, *Streptococcus* spp., *Mycoplasma bovis*, *M. ovipneumoniae* and *Moraxella bovis*.

**NOTICE**

DRAINAX<sup>®</sup> Injectable Solution is contraindicated for treatment of bacterial respiratory disease (BRD) associated with *E. coli*, *Pasteurella multocida*, *Streptococcus* spp., *Mycoplasma bovis*, *M. ovipneumoniae* and *Moraxella bovis*. *Corynebacterium* spp. may cause anaphylactoid reactions.

**WARNING**

- Do not use in lactating bovine, non-porcine swine or ruminants.
- For use in swine only.
- For use in swine only.
- Do not use in food-producing animals.
- Hypersensitivity reactions, including anaphylactoid reaction, have been reported with *Corynebacterium* spp.

**SIDE EFFECTS**

- **General**
- Anaphylactoid reaction

**ADVERSE REACTIONS**

- **Anaphylactoid reaction**
- **Hypersensitivity**
Draxxin.

The first-line, single-dose BRD treatment you’ve always wanted.

- **Draxxin™ (tulathromycin) Injectable Solution** is a unique, single-dose therapy for the first-line treatment of BRD.
- Draxxin’s low-volume dose is highly effective against all three major BRD pathogens.
- Draxxin consistently delivers higher treatment success than Nuflor®.1,2,3
- Draxxin improves profitability by significantly reducing mortality, chronic and repulls, resulting in more pounds of beef at closeout.1,2,3

Do not use in female dairy cattle 20 months of age or older. Do not use in calves to be processed for veal. Effects on reproductive performance, pregnancy, and lactation have not been determined.

For more information, contact your veterinarian or local Pfizer representative, or call 1-888-DRAXXIN. www.DRAXXIN.com

---

**Draxxin Outperforms Nuflor™**

![Graph showing comparison between Draxxin and Nuflor](image)

**DAYs After Treatment**

*In four field studies, the first treatment success for DRAXXIN ranged from 73.7% to 83.1% and 30.3% to 64% for Nuflor.1,2*

---


---

Draxxin is a registered trademark of Pfizer Inc. Nuflor is a trademark of Pfizer Inc. Pfizer Animal Health. ©2015 Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved. DR025105.
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Strong Choice Select Spread Persists Into Summer

One of the surprises of 2006 has been the fact that the Choice-Select spread remained so strong into early summer. The reason it's surprising is the Choice-Select price spread normally weakens sharply in late spring and early summer. The Choice-Select spread normally follows a strong seasonal pattern, meaning that it tends to follow a pattern that repeats from one year to the next. A seasonal index of the Choice-Select spread helps illustrate this.

The seasonal index illustrates how the spread tends to vary during the course of the year, relative to the annual average. A seasonal index value of 100 for a given week implies that the price spread that week tends to equal the annual average. In contrast, an index value below 100 means the price spread is typically less than the annual average. Finally, an index value greater than 100 means the price spread tends to be greater than the annual average that week.

Over the last five years, the Choice-Select spread, on average, bottomed with an index value of 50 in mid-winter, which means that the mid-winter spread is generally equal to about one-half the annual average. The increase in the spread from mid-winter to mid-spring has, on average, been quite dramatic, hitting an index value of about 180.

Generally, the price spread then declines very rapidly and winds up near its mid-winter value in July. Recovery ensues with the spread reaching a secondary peak in late summer or early fall, followed by a gradual decline to the end of the year.

This year’s pattern differed markedly from normal. First, the spread started the year stronger than normal. The fall 2005 peak in the spread was $14.22/cwt. After a brief decline to about $10/cwt. in early December, the spread started increasing again, reaching $15/cwt. at the start of the year. The spread did weaken as winter progressed and bottomed at $10/cwt. in February.

From mid-winter to mid-spring the price spread recovered, peaking at $23/cwt. in early June. But the Choice-Select spread remained quite strong in early summer, when it normally is weakest. For
example, in mid-July the Choice-Select spread was still $22.05/cwt. before weakening modestly during the last half of July.

Why is the Choice-Select spread behaving differently this year than in year’s past? There likely are several factors that help explain what’s taking place this year versus prior years, but one of them is undoubtedly a change in the percentage of cattle grading Choice or higher.

Starting in 2002, the percentage of cattle reaching the Choice or Prime grade started to increase, peaking at an annual average of 54 percent in 2004. The percentage of cattle in these two grades declined modestly during 2005. This year, despite the fact that cattle are being marketed at heavier weights than a year ago, even fewer cattle are reaching the Choice and Prime grades than the last several years. During the first half of 2006 Choice and Prime cattle averaged 51.4 percent of all cattle graded in the U.S., down from last year’s 54.2 percent average and a three-year average of 53.9 percent.

A comparison of the weekly Choice-Select price spread and the percentage of cattle grading Choice or Prime helps illustrate that the price spread is responsive to shifts in the proportion of cattle grading Choice or Prime. The chart illustrates that, during July, the percentage of cattle reaching Choice and Prime grades was rising as the spread started to weaken. So, returning the spread to a more typical summer level will require an increase in the supply of cattle grading Choice or higher.

---

**W-W LIVESTOCK SYSTEMS**

**Commercial Working Areas**

- Heavy Duty Construction
- Bolt Together Construction
- Specs – 3” Channel Iron – 12 Ga. Sheeting
- Load Out Available – Commercial and Bumper
- Single or Double Alley Available
- Designs for Exotic Breeds
- Designs for Cattle and Horses
- Right or Left Designs
- Computer Designed for You
- Single Animal and Chute Scales
- Custom Designed to Fit Your Needs

**W-W Super Pro**

- Feedlot Tested and Proven for Durability
- Feedlot Proven Daily to be Faster and Safer
- Larger Motor and Vain Pump
- 3 1/2”, 1/4” Thick Square Tube Construction
- Makes This “Fat Boy” The Heaviest Chute You Can Find On the Market Today
- Emergency Side Exit – Standard
- Greasable Bearings at All Major Pivot Points
- Adjustable Gate Bottoms For Easier Loading and Unloading
- Single Animal and Chute Scales

**The Most User Friendly EID System Available Today**

W-W Offers the Complete EID System

Scale Systems for All Needs

Featuring W-W Paul Scale and Digi-Star*

“A CUT ABOVE THE REST”

Proven And Field Tested To Be Feedlot Quality

Serving Feedlots For Over 60 Years

Specialists For Serving Your Feedlot Operation

W-W LIVESTOCK SYSTEMS

Route 1 Box 138, Thomas, OK 73669

1-800-999-1214

wayneww@pldi.net
The U.S. Department of Agriculture will soon begin transitioning to an ongoing Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) surveillance program that will sample approximately 40,000 animals each year. USDA will continue to collect samples from a variety of sites and from the cattle populations where the disease is most likely to be detected, similar to the enhanced surveillance program procedures.

“It’s time that our surveillance efforts reflect what we now know is a very, very low level of BSE in the United States,” said Johanns. “This ongoing surveillance program will maintain our ability to detect BSE, provide assurance that our interlocking safeguards are successfully preventing BSE, while continuing to exceed science-based international guidelines.”

The enhanced program, initiated to more accurately determine the prevalence of BSE in the United States, tested approximately 5,000 samples per week. From June 1, 2004, through July 31, 2006, 769,073 cattle had been tested and only two confirmed cases of BSE had been found. USDA said the new program will provide testing at a level 10 times higher than the level recommended by the World Organization for Animal Health.

The “Only” Concrete water bowl designed in the North where it REALLY gets COLD!!

Pre-casting concrete is a technology all of its own, so we felt that to properly design and engineer a water bowl that would stand up to “all” the elements it should be done in the North where it actually gets cold. The biggest issue with this style of bowl is that it must have the ability to endure freeze thaw cycles. We then take all the best of these solutions and put good old U.S.A. work ethic and pride to use to produce a water bowl that your Grand Kids should be using!

Tin and plastic have a life span on the farm and in feedlots. Concrete doesn’t! They are proven performers. These are waterers your kids will be using. They won’t, however, be wasting their time thawing them out or repairing them constantly.

**Concrete’s extra features are:**

- Stainless steel hoods, service doors and components
- Epoxy-coated for resistance to sodium, etc.
- Air-entrained concrete High PSI will assure long life
- Winter problems are eliminated by high-efficiency elements coupled with closed-cell insulation
- No sharp corners
- Deepest bowls in the industry for maximum water holding capacity

We have models for calves, buffalo, bulls and from 50-head models to 700 head. Call for a free full-color brochure and pricing.

Go to our Web site for a full brochure & dealer locations

**WWW.CONCRETE.COM**

**ADVANCED AGRI-DIRECT (USA) INC.**

York, Nebraska

*When all you want is “EVERYTHING”!!*

Toll Free 1-866-398-5546 Local 402-362-0122

daovgr@cancrcete.com
BVD PI Cattle Affect More Than Health

The Fact is...

BVD PI Cattle are Costing You A Lot of Money in Lost Performance

Eliminate the PI Risk by Feeding with CATTLE EMPIRE

CATTLE EMPIRE Research Trial

South East sale barn cattle
Avg. Starting Wt.: 511 lbs.
21,473 head, 240 pens
PI rate: 4 per 1000, 61% of pens potentially exposed.
60 day trial

RESULTS

BVD PI cattle had a negative effect on overall feed lot performance. Cattle in clean pens with fence line and/or water tank contact with as few as one PI animal in an adjacent pen showed an 9.6% decrease in ADG. Pens containing as few as one PI animal exhibited a 24% reduction in ADG compared to cattle in clean pens. Similar or even greater losses in feed conversion were observed.

\[1\] Research data available upon request.

COST OF GAIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Dollars per pound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Pen containing a PI</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. PI removed from pen</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Clean pen next to PI pen</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Clean pen next to pen with PI removed</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Clean pen not exposed</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BVD PI (Bovine Viral Diarrhea Persistently infected) cattle INFECT healthy cattle by shedding up to ten times the number of viral particles as acutely infected BVD cattle.

Pi cattle have a NEGATIVE EFFECT on the health and performance of cattle they come into contact with.

Depending on the location of BVD PI cattle in a yard they can AFFECT up to 60% of the total population, that's 12,000 head in a 20,000 head yard.

CATTLE EMPIRE, LLC

Largest, certified BVD PI-Free feed yard in the U.S.

Nick Chesnut ★ 620-549-2235 ★ www.cattle-empire.net
Rt. 1 Box 109A ★ Salina, KS ★ 67540

FEED SMART – ELIMINATE THE BVD PI RISK – FEED WITH CATTLE EMPIRE

Pioneer in Production Oriented BVD PI Testing ™
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Revisiting Roughage
by Marc Roth, M.S., P.A.S.

The 2006-2007 marketing year is shaping up to be the most expensive roughage year in decades. The scenario began with record setting range fires in the spring of 2006. More than a million acres burned in the Texas Panhandle alone. There were also significant losses in Oklahoma, Kansas and Nebraska. These fires not only consumed countless tons of standing forage, but also wiped out hay supplies. Prices jumped $40-$50/ton and the situation became very much “hand-to-mouth.” As we moved toward summer and new crop supplies, widespread drought has curbed production. Hay production will be down and drought-stressed row crops will also produce lower silage yields. More than 95,000 acres of cotton have already been abandoned in Texas and the burrs and hulls that would have been produced are lost.

Meanwhile, on the demand side, we see continued dairy expansion. These operations utilize the higher quality alfalfa in their rations, but also use large amounts of low quality material for bedding. The July 1 Cattle on Feed number was 10.87 million head, up 4.6 percent from last year, and the second highest July number in the last 10 years. June placements were up by 10.7 percent and cattle weighing less than 600 pounds were placed at a rate 37 percent higher than last year. These light weight cattle will require substantially more roughage during their feeding period than would be needed for heavier cattle.

With this background, it would be well to review what we know about roughages; perhaps even what we might think we know, and what we wish we knew. When considering roughages for beef cattle finishing diets, the roughage component serves two primary purposes: (1) to moderate the energy density of the ration and (2) to provide rumen stimulation “scratch.” The relative amounts required in each of these areas is not a precise number. Because of that, opportunities exist.

Roughage Source
One point should be stated immediately and can not be overlooked. To provide the “scratch” necessary for rumen health the roughage source must be coarse, i.e., large particle size. Fine grinding of a roughage product will dramatically reduce its effectiveness toward maintaining rumen function. Using chemical measures such as crude fiber or N.D.F. lose sight of this important fact.

The next fact to consider is that in high energy finishing diets the roughage itself will be very poorly utilized. That is not why it is present. Numerous studies have shown (when protein, etc. are equalized) that roughage sources make little difference. In other words, the treatments where the roughage came from alfalfa hay, corn silage, corn stalks, wheat straw, cotton burrs, etc. had similar live performance and carcass characteristics. There are often wide price differentials between available roughages so there is an opportunity here. It perhaps should be stated that in order for the above to be true, the roughage product must not adversely affect palatability.

In the past, nutritionists have correctly valued the higher protein in a forage like alfalfa, as “natural” protein where those protein units were priced competitively to soy meal, for example. Today, across much of the High Plains, that is no longer valid. Mid-protein co-products such as distillers grains, gluten feed, and wheat midds have become so abundant that they must buy their way into formulas competing purely as an energy source. The “natural” protein is free.

Roughage Quantity
Remembering that we are talking about finishing diets, we commonly see roughage inclusion rates in the range of six to eight percent of the dry matter. These have stayed relatively constant over the last three decades while energy density (N.E.g) has increased by 10 percent or more. How has this been possible? Improved management systems and ionophore should receive the bulk of the credit. It should also be pointed out that there are specialized programs which target roughage where the inclusion rate will be closer to two percent of the dry matter.
When the roughage level drops below a critical threshold, there will be a significant decrease in dry matter intake. If allowed to persist, performance will be adversely affected. What this critical level is depends on a wide variety of factors including the physical characteristics of the roughage, type of cattle, length of feeding period, bunk management, environmental factors (including pen condition), feed additives, and energy density of the diet. Nevertheless, when there are successful programs utilizing the wide range of two to eight percent roughage, then there is significant opportunity to affect roughage requirements.

Monitor Costs

The cost relationships, particularly for ensiled roughages, are changing rapidly. Managers must stay abreast of these changes and reflect them in gross margin if net margin is to be maintained. For example, as silage costs have increased by 50 percent in recent years, and interest costs have doubled, the carrying costs have tripled.

Other decisions, such as whether or not to cover (I believe you should always cover), whether or not to inoculate, etc., should be reexamined in light of a higher priced product. The high cost of shrink continues to escalate.

Summary

- Roughages need to be processed coarse to provide rumen stimulation. They should be processed as coarse as possible without (1) adversely affecting the ability to properly pack silages to achieve good preservation, (2) adversely affecting our ability to mix the ration, and (3) allowing cattle to “sort” in the bulk.
- A wide variety of roughages can be successfully used, but the source must be clean and palatable. Dirt, mold, burrs, and certain weeds which adversely affect total dry matter intake are unacceptable.
- Roughages promote rumen health and serve as management insurance. Insomuch as management can be tightened up, roughage inclusion rates may be lowered.
- Roughages are poorly utilized so their increasing cost is a lose-lose situation.

Due to an expansive drought across the High Plains, coupled with wildfires, this is shaping up to be the most expensive roughage year in decades.

Specializing In:

Turn-Key Feedyard Construction
- Hog Site Construction • Complete Dairy Construction • Sprinkler System
- CAD Engineered Design • GPS Survey
- Slipform Concrete Feedbunks • Dirtwork of All Types • Laser-Equipped Machinery
- All types of Fencing
Dealing With Disgruntled Employees
by Don Tyler, Tyler & Associates

Sometimes, even good employees begin to complain about everyday issues. These are not the “Chronic Complainers” who always have a gripe about something, like the feed truck driver who begged for a new feed truck, then when the feedlot bought one he complained about the “hassle” of having to program his favorite radio stations.

We’re talking about the employees who have worked with us for many years and until now have enjoyed their work. They may comment that the hours are getting too long, they don’t like the equipment they use, the weather is getting to them, or that they feel that the Company should spend more money on repairs. We may see them wasting time, not being as reliable, avoiding certain jobs or being less willing to work with other employees.

Complaints and sub-par performance from these people should get our attention. We will not know the reason for these problems unless we ask—or until it is too late to change their attitude. The way to handle this situation depends on the real source of the problem. Asking this employee, “So, how are things going lately?” or “You seem distracted lately, anything I can help with……?” may help us get to the true cause. You may have to ask these questions more than once to get a response that gives us the information we need to help them come to a resolution.

If when you ask these questions they make comments about personal issues—and those issues are affecting their work—assure them that you care and that their personal well-being is important to you.

Although most feedlots don’t have a way to directly help people with credit counseling, marriage counseling, substance abuse or health issues, we can guide them to professionals in our local area that can help them.

It is important to not become a part of their solution by offering marriage advice, giving them a loan, or trying to help them in an area where a trained professional would be their best guide. Some special circumstances where we might help in a unique, one-time way would be a death in their immediate family, support during a major medical crisis, or assistance with a weather or fire disaster. In these situations, we need to be certain that our assistance is only long, they don’t like the equipment they use, the weather is getting to them, or that they feel that the Company should spend more money on repairs. We may see them wasting time, not being as reliable, avoiding certain jobs or being less willing to work with other employees.
for this extreme circumstance and that it is something we would do for any employee.

An employee who is frustrated in their career may get easily frustrated with the people they work with, may complain about money and benefits not being adequate, or comment on a lack of opportunity. Good, reliable, productive employees can get frustrated having to solve the same challenges over and over again—something that happens often in feedlots. Many seasoned employees enjoy new, different challenges to keep them motivated and feeling like they are learning.

The solution for these employees is to provide them more challenges and allow them to apply their experience in new areas. They don’t have to change positions in the Company, they usually need new opportunities. Even if our operation has limited potential for advancement, we can put them in charge of a project, ask them to work with a team to solve a problem, give them an individual challenge, or simply ask their opinion.

Realize that sometimes their complaints may have merit. If they are working with old equipment, you are short-handed and everyone is working longer hours, or you have had a string of problems, give their complaints a fair hearing and talk about solutions.

Realize that sometimes their complaints may have merit. Give their complaints a fair hearing and talk about solutions.

Don Tyler is a management coach and advisor from Clarks Hill, IN. His book, The Complete Guide to Managing Agricultural Employees can be reviewed at www.dontyler.com, and Don can be reached at 765-523-3259.

The All-Natural Pelleted Cottonseed Feed for Beef Cattle

A flowable, high bulk density source of fat, fiber, and protein in an easy to handle form. No need to stock separate fat (yellow grease/tallow), protein (meals), and fiber when you can get it all in an easy to mix form! Successful feedlot studies at Texas Tech and Oklahoma State available on request – Excellent feed-to-gain and meat quality results and many other benefits! Whole cottonseed in a pellet – what a great idea!

FUZZPELLETS™

(ALL IN ONE PACKAGE)

For Information call: Bob Lundy 901-320-8633
For ordering call:
North Carolina Plant 252-536-0829
Georgia Plant 229-388-8008
www.cottonfloz.com
Vet Clinic Embraces New Trend

Electronic identification can open new doors

Thought about looking into a different means of recordkeeping for your livestock? Electronic identification may be the way to go. Once the wave of the future, electronic identification, or EID, also known as RFID (radio frequency identification), is now becoming a trend of the present.

Take for instance Northwest Veterinary Supply (NVS) in Parkston and Wagner, SD. In less than one year, the clinic has tagged over 11,000 head of cattle in their area, says Tom Martinez, veterinary assistant. Much of this success is due to the education they have done in the region, helping people understand what EID can do for them, Martinez says.

The clinic got started in EID by chance two years ago when a couple of clients wanted to use it in their cattle so they could penetrate niche markets. The technology piqued the clinic’s interest, so they started researching niche markets that livestock owners could get into using EID tags. The concept took off in their area immediately, with many of NVS’s clients in line to get started. Since NVS had treated and vaccinated so many of the local cattle, they had records from years back for some clients, thereby simplifying the EID process.

The next step was to educate cattle producers about what EID could do for them. NVS has held technology seminars all over South Dakota at no charge, to demonstrate how EID works. Various associations and groups have asked them to come and speak, and NVS is happy to teach them how EID works, what options are available and what the clinic does. “Most people didn’t even know what an EID tag held,” says Martinez. “They thought it might hold addresses, names and social security numbers, but all they hold is a fifteen digit identification number.”

One of the biggest benefits of EID is that it enables animals to be easily age- and source-verified, a process that is mandatory for many niche markets, says Martinez. Part of the protocol for some programs is that the animal identification has to be electronic, Martinez says. NVS helps their clients stay current and profitable. “The sooner people
know about this technology, the more quickly they can utilize it and see if it would help bring them more profit,” he says.

Not only does Northwest Veterinary Supply implement EID, they also help customers market their product and get involved in Process Verified Procedure programs (PVP) and Quality System Assessment programs (QSA), both watched over by the USDA. To get cattle in a PVP program can be as little as $1 per head up to $3 per head, says Martinez. Since participants of PVP and QSA programs have their records audited, NVS teaches their clients how to keep correct documentation. “We’ve been trained under some companies with these programs like Emerge, Tri Merit and Angus Source. That way, we know all the way through the process where our clients are at and that they’re getting taken care of,” he says.

With the reopening of the Japanese cattle market, the demand for U.S. beef will be high since there aren’t enough age- and source-verified cattle to meet the demand, says Martinez. This is a big opportunity for cattle producers to get into PVP and QSA programs and the clinic tries to help their clients be some of the first to meet the demands that are out there. “There are many possible niches for cattle and for cattlemen if they keep good records,” Martinez says.

Putting an EID tag in an animal is around $2 per head, says Martinez. “We’re very competitive on our tag prices. When we decided to do this, it’s kind of like when Henry Ford first started making cars – he made them affordable. You sell a lot when you make them affordable. Our clients have enough other things to pay for.” For those clients who don’t use computers, NVS will type their records in for them. All information is private and is not shared with anyone unless the client gives written permission.

“We’ve educated our clients. They understand the technology that’s out there and they’re not nervous about it,” Martinez says.

To get an idea of how much EID would cost for your herd, check out the calculator at http://beefstockercusa.org/rfid/. Some good resources for more information on EID are www.rfidjournal.com and www.ams.usda.gov/lsg/arc/arcQA.htm.

One of the biggest benefits of EID is that it enables animals to be easily age- and source-verified, a process that is mandatory for many niche markets. Part of the protocol for some programs is that the animal identification has to be electronic, Martinez says.
Checkoff Foodservice Partnership Looks Golden

Enticing steak dinner promotion now underway at Golden Corral restaurants nationwide

A checkoff-funded foodservice promotional partnership is now underway at Golden Corral Buffet and Grill, a 480-plus – unit U.S. restaurant chain that last year sold more than 50 million pounds of beef — its biggest beef year ever. Based on the first 30 days of this promotion, the chain expects to increase its purchase of top sirloin by 3.8 million pounds through the end of 2006, according to Dick Chase, Golden Corral’s vice president of purchasing and distribution.

The chain is now featuring Applewood Bacon Sirloin Filet as the daily dinner centerpiece for its family-style buffet and grill concept, which includes an “endless” selection of entrees, sides and desserts for a single price. The promotion offers huge exposure for beef, as the Golden Corral chain serves some 200 million meals a year and has consistently been named the top U.S. buffet and grill franchisor by Entrepreneur Magazine, according to Laurie Bryant, chairman of the Cattlemen’s Beef Board Foodservice Committee.

“The chain’s national presence will allow for a lot of promotional tie-in at the state and local levels — and it runs for six months, so that really extends its reach and value,” he explained.

The promotion includes extensive television and radio advertising that will be placed locally, in-store signage and promotional space on the chain’s home Web page, www.goldencorral.net, which features a prominent beef checkoff logo.

Dolly Mercer, Golden Corral’s manager of consumer promotions and national events, said the chain is constantly testing new beef selections and menu strategies, such as the popular Saturday Night Steak Night, which features fresh-cut, grilled-to-order sirloin and other entrees.

The Golden Corral has been a long-time friend of beef. The company received the checkoff-funded Beef Backer award earlier this year, an award that solicits restaurant entries yearly from state beef councils. Awards are based on menu creativity, use of beef cuts, and quality of the beef product, beef’s share of the menu, and marketing communications and training programs.

In accepting the award, Beverly Lynch, vice president of food and beverage, said, “Golden Corral loves beef — it is by far the number one protein we serve every day. We give our guests what they demand and they demand beef.”

Additionally, the chain’s corporate chef, Debra Olson, has attended the beef seminar at the Culinary Institute of America’s Greystone Campus in Napa, Calif. This seminar draws chefs representing high volume foodservice chains, such as Golden Corral, for classroom instruction and ideas on adding consumer-winning, versatile beef meals to the menu.

Other Checkoff News
Reaching Texas Schools
As a result of the beef checkoff and a grant from Pfizer Inc., this school year approximately 10,000 teachers across the nation will receive Choose Well kits designed to help teach students about “power foods” such as beef. The Texas Beef Council will be extending efforts to ensure the kits are available to Texas teachers. The Choose Well kits are filled with eight classroom activities, a computer game and a video to educate children on how to take control of their food choices.

Beef on Today
Renowned Texas Chef Richard Chamberlain appeared on the number one rated morning show July 11. Chef Chamberlain, author of the checkoff funded Healthy Beef Cookbook, showcased numerous beef recipes from the cookbook and provided lean beef grilling and cooking tips on NBC’s "Today Show."
ICE SWEEPER™
Prevents Surface Ice with LESS Hassle and LESS Water than you thought possible

- The Ice Sweeper™ valve replaces the overflow pipe.
- Has a 3 year operational replacement warranty.
- Only discharges water that is near freezing.
- Does not require electricity or field adjustment.
- Patent pending technology in a tough wrapper.
- Adaptable to all major brands of waterers.

Distributed By:
Johnson Concrete Products Co.
402 463-1359
Superior Livestock Waterers
806 364-7190
Simonsen Concrete Products
712 213-0223
Miraco Livestock Water Systems
641 236-5822
Bohlmann Inc.
712 263-8077
www.icesweeper.com

Water Discharged for Ice Prevention

Waiters Ice Preventers™ 190,000 Gallons
(4 alley 13 Tanks)

Ice Sweeper™ 85,000 Gallons
(1 alley 13 Tanks)

Data collected and analyzed by
West Texas A&M University
Canyon, Texas

Start Date 11/14/2005
76 Day
End of Test 01/28/2006
Livestock Waterers

SUPERIOR FEATURES:
• Electric heat or constant flow models (available in all sizes with custom designing available)
• New ICE SWEEPER™ frost preventer available
• Unique, easy-clean brass drain
• Stainless steel trough
• Thick-walled, insulated and reinforced steam cured concrete frame
• Brass water inlet to high volume, trouble-free valve system

Superior
LIVESTOCK WATERERS
Hereford, Texas
800-299-8265
www.superiortanks.com

Successful feedlot operators know the importance of Return On Investment. But what about Return On Borrowing?

Ask your Farm Credit loan officer about patronage: millions of dollars given back to borrowers each year. R.O.B. -- Return On Borrowing -- if your lender isn’t doing it...talk to Farm Credit.

Farm Credit

Farm Credit of SW Kansas
Garden City  800-799-6549
Dodge City  800-799-6547
Liberal   800-799-6553
Scott City  800-799-6563

Farm Credit of Western Kansas
(Colby) 800-657-6048

Farm Credit of Ness City
800-950-3522

High Plains Farm Credit
(Larned) 800-864-4458

TMR Mixer Parts
• Largest Parts Selection Anywhere
• Fast Service
• Immediate Shipment
• Less Downtime

Scales & Service
• Accurate & Thorough Service
• Quick Turnaround On Repairs
• Professionally Trained Staff
• Loaners Available

Ask about the SAC Service Center near you!
World’s Largest Selection of TMR Mixer Parts

Sioux Automation Center, Inc.
877 1st Avenue NW • Sioux Center, IA 51250
712.722.1488 • Toll Free 866.722.1488
Visit Online: www.siouxautomation.com
Now you can buy the C&S Commercial Processor Chute and attach any of our headgates.

C&S CATTLE EQUIPMENT
Sales 800-257-0097
Cummings Sales, Inc. / Garden City, KS
email: cscattle@pld.com
www.cattleequipment.com

Ferrell-Ross
Flaking Mills

FlakeMaster Mills are available in a size to fit your capacity needs from 18 x 36, 20 x 36, 20 x 42, 24 x 48, 24 x 56, 28 x 56 to 32 x 68

High Capacity, Energy Efficient, Unmatched Dependability, Low Maintenance, Lower Cost/Ton

Ferrell-Ross is the original, a pioneer in Steam Flaking with designs often imitated, but never duplicated.
ANIMAL BREEDING

- Pregnancy Testing
- AI • Herd Health
- Calf Delivery & Calf Care
And Many Other Services You and Your Help Will Be Able To Do

SAVE TIME, MONEY AND CATTLE CALL
1-800-552-3538 or Write for Free Catalog / Class Schedule
Graham School, Inc.
641 W. Hwy 31 • Dept. FL • Garnet, KS 66032

90 Years of Continuous Service/Over 30,000 Graduates

THE “ORIGINAL”
TROJAN LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

- Hydraulic Chutes
- Tubs & Alleys (Fixed & Hydraulics)
- Reconditioned Chutes
- Truck & Stock Trailer Loadouts

1-800-687-1543
Weatherford, OK

HEIFER SPAYING SERVICES
Daryl Meyer, DVM
1-800-494-1045

450-550 Head Spayed/Day
Better Grazing & Feedlot Gains
No Pregnancies & Riding
Eliminate Estrous Suppression Drugs
Eliminate Preg Checking Costs
Co-mingle Steers & Heifers
Fewer Prolapses
Happier Neighbors, Customers
Vaginal Spaying Eliminates Incision
Scarring & Flank Damage

Holcomb Feedlot Scraper with Removable Chisel

- Heavy construction with removable chisel points.
- 10,000 lb. hub and spindels.
Ideal for chiseling along fence lines, waterers and any place where manure is packed.
Various sizes available.

620-277-2333
Box 249 / Holcomb KS 67851

Used Mixer Sale

BJM Sales & Service, Inc.
RRI, Box 870 • Hereford, TX 79045
806-364-7470

Bill’s Volume Sales, Inc.
PO Box 277 • Central City, NE 68826
800-658-4375

Check Out This Great Selection of Used Mixers
WEST POINT IMPLEMENT is the distributor for the Country Welding Box Scraper

- Excellent for Leveling Feed Yards (especially in winter months for cleaning off frozen manure)
- Constructed from 1/2” Thick Steel and 6”x6” Box Beams (weight is built-in, no need to add any)
- Complete with Dual Hydraulic Cylinders, Hoses and Tips
- Four 235/16 10-ply Recap Tires with 6 Bolt Hubs
- Standard with See Through Extension (allows for Easy See-Through Visibility)
- Swivel Clevis Hitch
- Available in 10’, 12’ & 14’ Widths
- Lift Height at Blade Edge - 23”

WEST POINT IMPLEMENT, INC. 
2074 So. Hwy. 275 / West Point, NE 68788
(402) 372-2408

WEST POINT DESIGN SPREADALL

- 16 or 20 Ton Capacity
- 6’ x 20’ or 7’ x 20’ Box
- 20 or 22 Ton Truck Mounted Spreader w/7’ x 20’ or 7’ x 22’ Box Available
- Variable Speed Apron with Heavy-Duty Double Apron Chain
- Tandem Oscillating Running Gear
- High Floatation Tires
- Heavy-Duty Frame & Components
- Aggressive Distributor with Curved Teeth for Even Spread of Material
- Box Made from No Rust Composite Material

WEST POINT DESIGN, INC. 
2074 So. Hwy. 275 / West Point, NE 68788
(402) 372-2408

COUNTRY WELDING BOX SCRAPER

WEST POINT IMPLEMENT is the distributor for the Country Welding Box Scraper

- Excellent for Leveling Feed Yards (especially in winter months for cleaning off frozen manure)
- Constructed from 1/2” Thick Steel and 6”x6” Box Beams (weight is built-in, no need to add any)
- Complete with Dual Hydraulic Cylinders, Hoses and Tips
- Four 235/16 10-ply Recap Tires with 6 Bolt Hubs
- Standard with See Through Extension (allows for Easy See-Through Visibility)
- Swivel Clevis Hitch
- Available in 10’, 12’ & 14’ Widths
- Lift Height at Blade Edge - 23”

WEST POINT IMPLEMENT, INC. 
2074 So. Hwy. 275 / West Point, NE 68788
(402) 372-2408

FEEDLOT September/October 2006
We’ve been here a long time and things just wear out. With Concrete Industries’ bunks, the post is built into the bunk not down in the manure. I wish we could have started with bunks like these. They’re heavy-duty bunks made of quality concrete with a smooth surface, not coarse sand and gravel. Only problem is I wish we had more of them.”

Dave Duff
Beef Belt Feeders,
Scott City, KS

“We offer a full line of
Kuhn Knight and Harsh Mixers.

Midwest Mixer of Dodge City
1501 South Second
Dodge City, KS 67801
1-800-280-7150

Midwest Mixer of Scott City
1523 South Main
Scott City, KS 67871
1-800-280-7251

www.midwestmixer.com
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NO SLIP FLOOR MATS

HEAVY DUTY CENTER TREAD 5
POUNDS PER SQUARE FOOT

FOR ANYWHERE
ANIMALS MAY SLIP

• Processing Areas
• Livestock Trailers

• Alley and Walk Ways
• Horse Trailers

Double D Family Mat Shop, Inc.
CALL 1-785-673-4326
RT 1 Box 18, Park, KS 67751
www.ddfamilymats.net
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THE BATCH BOX
GIVES YOU 1/3 MORE USE
OF FEED TRUCKS WITH
1/3 LESS MAN HOURS

While the truck is unloading the
loader is refilling
the Batch Box.

HUNTER AGRI.
CONSTRUCTION

Jerry Hunter, Owner

SLIP FORM CONCRETE BUNKS
Dirt Work — Laser Control
Fencing — Ditching — Portable Concrete Plant
Butler Metal Buildings and Grain Bins
Pour-in-Place Bunk For Small Jobs

Turnkey Feedlot Construction
806-244-5330 — 800-644-5330
HIWAY 54 WEST • P.O. BOX 464 • DALHART, TX 79022
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CALL TODAY...
1-800-545-7411
620-275-7591

111 J.C. Street Box 599
Garden City, KS 67846

CALL TODAY...
1-800-545-7411
620-275-7591

Feeding Systems, LLC
309 Plantation St. • Elgin, NE 68636

feedingsystems.biz
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BOWMAN is the Heaviest Built Livestock Equipment in the World.

Many Have Tried to Copy Us
But None Have Succeeded!

It May Look Like a Bowman. Why
Doesn’t it Perform like a Bowman?
of Herington, Kansas

America’s Premier Cattle Handling Equipment
Feeding Quality Forum

Agenda

11 a.m. Registration
11:30 a.m. Lunch

Featuring Certified Angus Beef brand value-added products

12:10 p.m. Welcome
Bob Strong, President/Publisher/Editor, Feedlot Magazine

12:20 p.m. What is the quality trend?
Dr. Larry Corah, Vice President, Production, Certified Angus Beef LLC

1 p.m. Economics Supporting Quality
Beef Production
Randy Bach, Executive Vice President, Cattle-Fax

1:45 p.m. Determining a Quality Beef Eating Experience – the role of marbling in consumer preferences
Dr. Daryl Tatum, Professor, Animal Science, Colorado State University

2:15 p.m. Break

2:30 p.m. Factors Influencing Quality Grade
2:30 – 3:10 p.m. Cattle Health and Beef Quality - Impact and Opportunities
Dr. Lonty Bryant, Senior Veterinarian, Veterinary Operations, Pfizer Animal Health – North Platte
Dr. John Pollek, Senior Veterinarian, Veterinary Operations, Pfizer Animal Health – Amarillo

3:10 – 3:50 p.m. Growth Technologies – study numerous management practices and their impact on quality.
Dr. Gary Sides, Cattle Nutritionist, Veterinary Operations, Pfizer Animal Health

3:50 – 4:30 p.m. Feedstuffs – examine how grain type, processing, and distillers products affect beef quality
Dr. Fred Owens, Professor Emeritus, Oklahoma State University

4:30 – 5:10 p.m. Grading Practices – review emerging technologies, instrument grading, and how quality grade is assessed
Dr. Glen Dolezal, Director of New Technology Applications, Cargill Meat Solutions

5:30 p.m. Panel Q&A Session
Bob Strong, Feedlot Magazine, moderator

6:15 p.m. Closing Comments
Dr. Larry Corah, Certified Angus Beef LLC

6:30 p.m. Dinner
Featuring Certified Angus Beef brand steak
7:30 p.m. Adjourn

November 7
North Platte, NE

November 9
Amarillo, TX

Feeding Quality Forum

Session attending: (check one)

☐ November 7
Sandhills Convention Center
2102 South Jeffers
North Platte, NE 69101
Toll-free: 800-760-3333

☐ November 9
The Ambassador Hotel
3100 I-40 West
Amarillo, TX 79102
Toll-free: 800-817-0521

REGISTRATION DEADLINE:
Oct. 30, 2006

Name: ___________________________
Company/Feedlot: _______________________
Address: _____________________________
City: _____________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______
Phone: (_______) _______ Fax: (_______) _______
E-mail: ____________________________

Space is limited – Reserve your spot today!

Call Marilyn Conley at 800-225-2333 to register or fax to 330-345-0808, Attn: Marilyn Conley. This form may be duplicated for additional attendees.

Questions about the seminar?
Contact Mark McCully, Supply Development Director, 800-225-2333.

Certified Angus Beef LLC
206 Riff Rd., Wooster, OH 44691
330-345-2333 • www.CABpartners.com
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Technology this intense is not for every feedlot. Talk to your Cargill® Animal Nutrition consultant to determine if ROC™ is right for yours.

Cargill

866.424.1224
ROCyourfeedlot.com
Promises Made.

Promises Kept.

“We found that the hydrostat is a real selling point. It comes off the fly wheel vs. the crank case and that gives us better weight distribution and easier maintenance. Maintenance-wise, there is an hour and RPM gage for the hydrostat so we can measure revolutions and running hours. The contour on the box is rounded in and that is really helpful in eliminating dead spots. The consistency is there and the mix time is shorter than conventional power take off. We’ve had no problems. Kuhn Knight’s service is reliable as well as close and that’s important. Kuhn Knight is not afraid to go the extra step to set up the truck so it’s ready to feed when it’s delivered to our door.”

Virgil Hickman, Head Feeder
4M Feeders, Stratton, CO
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